Advice on your to prepare for Business Development jobs:
What a tech scout who works for a venture capital group does is go to universities and speak to faculty about their research and help them develop the concept. Then the scout puts together a business plan and gives an investment pitch so a small company can be formed. The tech scout gets to then sit on the board of the new start up. Once the company is a bit more established, they will hire additional positions to round out their team. Typically there are 2 scientists, a CEO, CFO, and a regulatory person. They may even offer tech scout a full position at the new company and the IP group is OK with that because they have a vested interest in the new company doing well.

Search and evaluation is important aspect of business development. Will this product work? Would the pharma company want to acquire this product?
In addition to the search and evaluation team, there is the transaction team that does the negotiations. Grants are a form of negotiation so you can do this!
Some companies care about the type of technology that they are developing and some are technology agnostic so they will do drugs or devices. They will do a go, no go and kill experiment to see if there is interesting data and if it is worth moving forward.
For devices that is easier to determine but for therapeutics, you have to do a lot more experiments to see if they will work in animals and then in humans. Devices have shorter time line.
Stepping stones for business development position
  1. Get involved in product team and listen to that side about stability, toxicity etc...
  2. Get involved in anything outward facing so you interact with external partners like CROs or animal study groups
  3. Learn about tech transfer and commercialization by doing the tech transfer internship at Rutgers.

The pitfalls of small companies are stability and the CEO takes too much salary so company doesn’t do as well. Make sure you are going to the experts and getting the advice you need.
The attitude of pharma for business development is to let the small companies fail and then take the de-risked ones and acquire them. It is worth overpaying for a de-risked asset.
Academia does R&D then small companies develop technology then big companies acquire. People who come from academia and can help that transition are valuable.
General advice:
Show concrete results in a resume. What you accomplished from each activity.
Think about the job you want versus the career you want. You may not get the perfect job right away but you could be in the company and take advantage by following someone and going to meetings to learn more about different aspects of the company. You can move around and learn new skills.
Find a mentor you can help you.
Don’t eat lunch at your desk. You could be meeting new people at the cafeteria.
Say yes to anything you are asked to do. You will learn a lot.

Soft skills needed:
Dealing with difficult people
Communications – oral and written
Troubleshooting and putting negative things in a positive light
Being able to diversify oneself

PhD skills used:
Being able to read papers and understand new science so you can establish yourself as a peer to the faculty you are trying to woo as clients.
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